Some approaches such as path indexing, labeling, and numbering scheme have been proposed in order to facilitate query of XML data. The indexes derived by these approaches must be rebuilt if XML data is updated. The method LSDX (Labeling Scheme for Dynamic XML data) can dynamically add new labels without updating existing old labels. However, there are two defects in LSDX. The first defect is that the nodes within the same level can be labeled no more than twenty five when LSDX builds the XML index tree. The second defect occurs when updating the index tree. If LSDX inserts a new node C between two nodes A, B and then inserts a new node D between the two nodes A, C, the label of the node D cannot be coded because of the label coding strategy of LSDX. In this paper, we propose algorithms with new label coding rules to solve the two defects of LSDX. With our method, unlimited nodes within the same level can be labeled when building the index. When updating the index tree, we use a new label coding method for new-inserted nodes. If the number of new-inserted nodes within the same level is not more than five, the label length of these nodes will not increase immediately.
Introduction
In recent years, the eXtensible Mark-up Language (XML) has become a popular data medium for data exchange on the web. In order to speed up query for large data, one of the most efficient method is to build a good index. A well-constructed index will allow a query to bypass the need of scanning the entire table for results [6] . A unique label is assigned to each node in the index tree in such a way that it can clearly show the ancestor-descendant or sibling relationship between any two given nodes [4] . To establish a fast search index, several methods have been proposed such as path indexing, labeling, and numbering scheme. The path indexing [1, 3, 5] represents an XML document data by a tree structure. Each node in the index tree is labeled with the path from the root to the node. The labeling scheme [2, 7, 8, 10] generates labels by using numbering scheme which can be classified into region-based [8] and prefix-based [2, 7, 10] numbering schemes. Although these techniques can build indices fast, but they have a common defect. Namely, when the original XML data is updated, the indices created by these techniques need to be rebuild. It takes time and reduces system throughput. To solve this problem, a new labeling scheme, Labeling Scheme for Dynamic XML data [4] (LSDX), is proposed. LSDX is a persistent labeling scheme to label nodes in the index tree for XML data. If XML data is updated frequently, LSDX can generate labels for the new-inserted nodes without changing the old labels of the existent nodes. The label generated by LSDX can present the depth of the tree because the label of each node specifies the level of each node in the index tree.
However, we found that LSDX has two significant defects because of the limitation of the labeling rules. The first one occurs when building the index tree. The nodes within the same level can be labeled no more than twenty five. This defect makes LSDX impractical. The second defect occurs when updating the index tree. If LSDX continuously inserts two new nodes towards left between two old nodes. The label of the second new-inserted node cannot be coded. This defect makes LSDX fail to work continuously. In this paper, we propose algorithms with new label coding rules to solve the significant defects of LSDX. To solve the first defect, we extend the label building rule of the index tree by labeling the node with a formula. Theoretically, infinite number of labels can be coded when building the index tree with our rule. To solve the second defect, we use a new label coding rule for the new-inserted nodes. If the number of new-inserted nodes within the same level is not more than five, the label length of these nodes will not increase immediately. Even though the label length of new-inserted node increases, our method still can continue to label new-inserted nodes without the problem of unable to labeling. When a new-inserted node n is inserted between two nodes, the label of node n is based on the alphabet string abstracted from the partial code of n's previous sibling plusing some characters. Each character is the middle alphabet of a certain alphabet interval. Anyway, the label of the new-inserted node is greater than the label of its previous sibling and smaller than the label of its next sibling in the alphabetical order.
As shown in Fig. 1 , data in an XML document can be commonly modeled into a tree structure, where nodes represent elements, attributes, or text data. The tree is called XML data tree. An index tree for an XML document is similar to the XML data tree but containing some extra information in each node such as label string, index tag name, etc. 
The algorithms for building and
updating index tree 2.1. The node structure of an XML index tree
The node structure in an XML index tree is shown in Fig. 2 . Each node contains four fields. The label field, string type, is used to represent the relationship among nodes. The tag_name field, a pointer, is used to point to the position of an XML element tag. The ele_content field, a pointer, is used to point to the position of an XML element content. If element content is not practical data, then this field is null. The
..,n) fields are pointers to individual child nodes. 
The coding rule of node label for building an index tree
When LSDX builds an index tree, the coding rule of node label is as follows. Given a node v with n child nodes:u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , …, u n , the label for u 1 is a combination of its level + the code of its parent node + '.' + 'b'. The label for u 2 is a combination of its level + the code of its parent node + '.' + 'c'. The labels of the rest child nodes can be coded with the same concept. We find that there are two problems in this rule. First, the label of the root is not defined. Second, only 25 nodes at most can be labeled within the same level. Therefore, we propose a new rule for building an index tree as follows.
• The label of the root node is defined as "0a".
Level number starts from '0' which represents the level of the root node. The 'a' alphabet represents the code of the root node.
• When a non-root node N is the α th node from left to right at its level and α smaller than or equal to 25. The label for N is a combination of its level + the code of its parent node + '.' + @, where @ is the α th alphabet of the interval [b, c, …, z].
• When a non-root node N is the β th node from left to right at its level and β greater than or equal to 26. The label for N is a combination of its level + the code of its parent node + '.' + @, where @= , i is the number of z, i is greater than or equal to 2. The algorithm of the label coding of node for building an index tree is as follows. 
The coding rule of new-inserted node label for updating an index tree
When updating the XML index tree, if LSDX inserts a new node C between two old nodes A, B and then inserts again a new node D between the two nodes A, C, LSDX cannot assign an appropriate label for node D due to the coding rule of LSDX. The label of node D must be greater than the label of its left sibling node A and smaller than the label of its right sibling node C in alphabetical order. We can solve this problem by a new coding rule that does not increase the label length of a new-inserted node as possible. If the number of new-inserted nodes between any two old nodes is not more than five, the label length of any new-inserted node will not increase. Our coding rule for the label of the new-inserted node is as follows. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose two algorithms with two new rules to build and update an index tree for XML data. Our method overcomes the restriction of labeling limited number of nodes. The algorithms can label infinite number of nodes in the same level. Apply our method, any new-inserted node can be labeled appropriately in any situation when updating the index tree. If the number of new-inserted nodes in the same level is not more than five, the label length will not increase. Even the label length of new-inserted node increases, our method still can work correctly without any error happenness. Finally, the advantages of our method are described as follows. It is suitable for the static or dynamic index of XML data. The length of the label keeps as short as possible to facilitate label coding of nodes. 5-26, 2005. 
